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recently discovered documentation sheds light on the 
significance of 12467 and clarifies it’s role in history.

there is no question that Ferrari 365 GtB/4, chassis 
number 12467, also known as ‘the n.A.r.t. Daytona’ 
is significant. Its place as the third Daytona constructed 

alone is noteworthy. Its performance in the 1971 24 hours of Le 
Mans; 5th place overall, behind only the Group 5, 5 Liter Porsche 
917s and Ferrari 512s- eight laps ahead of the nearest Gt car is 
extraordinary. however, its listing by Ferrari itself as the ‘Gr. 4. 
prototipi’ is what makes it immortal.
 In 1970, the FIA announced a new engine formula for the 1972 
World sports Car racing season. A displacement limit of 3 liters 
meant that the Ferrari’s 5-liter 512 would be obsolete and a new 
car would need to be created to compete successfully. Ferrari made 
the decision to cease development on the 512, and to focus on the 
new 3-liter car-- the 312 P(B). significantly, Ferrari would create 
the 3-liter WsC cars to be used solely for the Ferrari factory’s 
official racing efforts. With the 5-liter machines obsolete, this 
meant that there would be no ‘client’ race cars for valued importers 

such as Luigi Chinetti, Charles Pozzi, and Jacques swatters, 
who were all racing Ferraris as a central pillar of their business 
of importing and promoting the Ferrari brand. these privateers 
consequently would need a new race car, or switch to a different 
marque, something unthinkable and a massive change to their well 
-established business models.
the obvious choice for a client race car was the 365 GtB/4, 
the 4.4 liter, V-12 Berlinetta already in production by Ferrari at 
that time. once the 500-unit production mark would be passed 
in the summer of 1971, Ferrari would be able to apply for FIA 
homologation as a Group 4 (Gt) car to be raced by importers and 
valued clients, including Chinetti.
In the spring of 1971, as the homologation number came into 
sight, it appears that a defined plan was put into action to create 
the first, or prototype, GtB/4 Competition- Gt special Gr.4 car-
-the chassis number was 12467.

GtB/4 Competition- Gt special Gr.4 VIn 12467 awaits the start of the 1971 24 hours of Le Mans
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12467 After taking 5th overall at 1971 24 hours of Le Mans wins the Index of thermal efficiency
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Documents provided by owner of Ferrari Daytona VIn 12467 
include Fig. 2, Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. other 
documents, kindly provided to Keno Brothers Fine Automobile 
Auctions by Marcel Massini are Fig. 1, Fig. 3 and Fig. 10.

For a full write up on 12467, please visit www.kenobrothers.com

Editorial Note: KBFAA is aware of the role of 365 GTB/4 Competizione VIN 
12547 as the first prototype ‘Daytona Comp.’ Our conclusion, based on Ferrari 
documentation, here within, is that 12467 is, as Ferrari notes, specifically the 
‘Group 4 prototype’. 
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Fig. 1 -  Partial Chassis Build sheet’ (full Build sheet available at Auction site)
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Built in April of 1969, with a scaglietti body number of 003, and 
a build sequence #3, 365 GtB/4 12467 stands in history as the 
third 365 GtB/4 ‘Daytona’ built. 

Fig 2 -  Factory Inventory List

An inventory sheet, credited to Ferrari shows the car was created 
for ‘Chinetti- sebring’ and painted rosso Chiaro, with black leather 
upholstery, air conditioning and a Voxson radio. so while it was 
equipped as a road car, it may have been destined for conversion 
to racing from the start. this undated Ferrari document may be 

the link to the notion that Luigi Chinetti purchased the car in 
1969. this may be the case, but no other historical document 
to record this appears in the public domain and no importation 
documentation exists to show the car ever came to the us before 
it raced at Le Mans.
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In April, 1971, the car was known to be at Ferrari Factory 
Assistenza Clienti. From here it was sent to sport Auto Modena, 
founded and owned by Gianni Diena and Aldo silingardi. history 
suggests that Diena and silingardi performed the work on behalf 
of Ferrari. however, notably, Chinetti is invoiced by Ferrari (Fig. 
5) for work done by sport Auto Modena on July 27, 1971, only 

after taking 5th place overall at Le Mans. this Ferrari invoice to 
Luigi Chinetti states “lavori effettuati per preparazione vettura 
alla 24 ore di Le Mans”, translation: “work(s) done to prepare 
the vehicle for the 24 hours of Le Mans”. Along with so many 
technical modifications, Ferrari charges Chinetti 18,792 lire for 
the gas used in the track tests.

Fig. 5 -  Ferrari Assistenza Clienti Invoice for race PreparationFig. 3 - Partial engine Build sheet (full Build sheet available at Auction site)

the construction of 12467 was incomplete, as the engine was 
manufactured five months later, in september 1969 (Fig. 3). 
Well after Le Mans, on november 17, 1971, a “Manufacturers 
statement of origin to a Motor Vehicle” (Fig. 4) was issued to 
“Grossman Motor Car Corporation”, for  “CoMPetItIon 
FerrArI, 1971, 365 GtB-4 rACInG CAr, serial number 
12467.”

Fig 4 -  Manufacturer’s statement of origin



Fig. 8 -  Ferrari Invoice for shipping from Factory to Le Mans

on June 7, 1971- Chinetti was invoiced 200,000 Italian lire by 
Ferrari for the shipping of his car to Le Mans. the wording on the 
document is clear: “Your vehicle 365 GtB/4 VIn # 12467 from 
our Factory in Maranello to Le Mans.”  “Vs.” is a contraction for 

“Vostra” (Yours) with the capital “V” used as a courtesy in formal 
correspondence. Likewise, “ns.” means “nostro” (ours). so “Your 
vehicle” means Chinetti’s; and “our factory,” means the Ferrari 
factory in Maranello.

on June 11, 1971, sport Auto Modena invoices Luigi Chinetti 
(Fig. 6) for extra work in preparation for Le Mans. this document 
appears to include the term “Pagato”, meaning ‘paid’ and a signature 
that looks to be that of Aldo silingardi’s. race preparation work 
began which included: clearing car of fuel; removing the stock gear 
and installing a 120-liter fuel tank. the car was then fitted with a 

racing electrical system, carburetor jets, aerodynamic aids and a 
new, leather steering wheel. Additional preparation occurred prior 
to Le Mans including installing Plexiglas windows, an Aluminum 
hood and trunk lid, slightly flared wheel arches to accept wider 
wheels and racing tires and a racing fascia installed.

Fig. 6 -  sport Auto Modena Invoice
Fig. 7 - Verified check by Luigi Chinetti for “Full Payment of 365 /Daytona #12467 for Le Mans”

on June 5, 1971, two days before Ferrari ships 12467 to Le Mans, 
Luigi Chinetti paid $11,630 to “Ferrari Automobili Modena” for 
the purchase of the “365/Daytona” bearing VIn # 12467. on the 
check, Chinetti writes “Daytona,” which is not the official name 
of the car but the nickname that the public dubbed the car. on 

the shipping document, the Ferrari factory correctly calls it a 365 
GtB4. It is completely conceivable for Chinetti, a man of sports 
and living in America to refer to the car as a “Daytona” while the 
factory would refer to the car by its official designation. 
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Fig. 9 -  Partial Vettura situazione GtB/4 Competizione-  
Gt speciale Gr.4 totale 18 4/71-6/73

Fig 10 -  Full Vettura situazione GtB/4 Competizione- Gt speciale Gr.4 totale 18 4/71-6/73the pieces of documentary evidence for 12467 dating from 
April of 1971 through July of 1971 help clarify the preparation 
for the historic 5th place result in the 24 hour of Le Mans. the 
final piece of the puzzle kindly provided to KBFAA by Marcel 
Massini, clarifies the role of 12467 in the evolution of the GtB/4 
Competition- Gt special Gr.4, otherwise known as the Daytona 
Competizione.
on May 1, 1973, Ferrari took an inventory of all Daytona 
Comps built to date with a document titled Vettura situazione 
del 1-5-1973 GtB/4 Competizione- Gt speciale Gr.4 totale 
18- 4/71-6/73. translation: Car situation May 1, 1973 GtB/4 
Competition- Gt special Gr.4 total 18 4/71-6/73. 
A portion of this document existed with the car, and was provided 
by the consignor to the Keno Brothers, but the ‘note’ and 
CLIente’ columns were missing.
once the full document, provided by Massini, was examined by 
KBFAA, the significance of 12467 was recognized. 12467 is the 
first car listed on this accepted inventory of Ferrari-recognized 365 
GtB/4 Gr 4 Competizione cars. 12467 is listed, and confirmed, 
by Ferrari itself as the “Le Mans 1971 come Gr. 4 Prototipi (si 
tratta di vettura normale con 1.modifica)” translation: Le Mans 
1971 as Group 4 Prototype (it is a normal (road) car with the first 
modification)”.


